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Appendix 2a:
List of Frequently Cited Titles in the Humanities
1. Iskandar, Teuku. *Kamus Dewan*. (7)
3. Winstedt, R O. *A history of classical Malay literature*. (5)
5. Asmah Hj Omar. *Nahu Melayu mutakhir*. (4)
7. Corder, S Pit. *Introducing applied linguistics*. (4)
10. Shellabear, W G. *Sejarah Melayu*. (4)
12. Al-Attas, Syed Muhammad Naguib. *Islam and secularism*. (3)
15. Annas Hj Ahamd. *Sastera Melayu lama dan baru*. (3)
17. Corder, S Pit. *Error analysis and interlanguage*. (3)
18. Fatimi, S Q. *Islam comes to Malaysia*. (3)
27. Raminah Hj Sabran & Rahim Syam. *Kaedah pengajaran Bahasa Malaysia*. (3)
28. Richards, Jack C. *The context of language teaching*. (3)
29. Roff, W R. *The origins of Malay nationalism*. (3)
30. Saad Shukrib b Hj Muda. *Detik-detik sejarah Kelantan*. (3)
31. Sanat Md Nasir. *Ayat komplemen Bahasa Malaysia*. (3)
32. Smith, F. *Understanding reading: a psycholinguistic analysis of reading and learning to read*. (3)
33. Weinreich, U. *Languages in contact: findings and problems*. (3)
34. Wilkins, D A. *National syllabus*. (3)
35. Yunus Maris. *The Malay sound system*. (3)
36. Za’ba. *Ilmu mengarang Melayu*. (3)
38. A Samad Ahmad. *Sulalatus salatin (Sejarah Melayu)*. (2)
39. Abdullah Mutalib Abdul Ghani. *Syair Siti Zubaidah perang China*. (2)
40. Abdullah Hassan. *30 tahun perancangan Bahasa Malaysia*. (2)
41. Abdullah Hassan. *Linguistik am untuk guru Bahasa Malaysia*. (2)
42. Abrams, M H. *A glossary of literary terms*. (2)
43. Abu Bakar Abdullah. *Ke arah pelaksanaan undang-undang Islam di Malaysia: masalah dan penyelesaiannya*. (2)
44. Affifi, A E. *The mystical philosophy of Muhuyiddin ibn Arabi*. (2)
45. Ahmad b Muhammad Ibrahim. *Towards a history of law in Malaysia and Singapore*. (2)
46. Ahmad Ibrahim. *Family law in Malaysia and Singapore*. (2)
47. Ahmad Ibrahim. *Islamic law in Malay*. (2)
48. Al-Aini, Badr al-Din Muhammad Mahmud b Ahmad. *Umdah al-qari syarh sahih al-bukhariy*. (2)
49. Al-Arab, Muhammad Adb Allah. *Nizam al-Hukm fi al-Islam*. (2)
51. Al-Attas, Syed Muhammad Nguib. *Some aspects of Sufism, as understood and practised among the Malays*. (2)
52. Al-Bahi, Muhammad. *Al-Fikr al-islamiy al-hadith wa silatah bi al-istimar al-gharbii*. (2)
53. Al-Banna, Hasan Ahmad. *Nazarat fi al-sirah*. (2)
54. Al-Ghazali, Zainab. *Ayyam min hayati*. (2)
55. Al-Jayasi, Mustafa Muhammad. *Mengenal diri dan walli Allah*. (2)
57. Al-Qurtubi, Abi Abdullah Muhammad b Ahmad Al-Ansari. *Al-Jami fi ahkam al-quran*. (2)
59. Ampalavanar R. *The Indian minority and political changes in Malaya 1945-1957*. (2)
61. Asmah Hj Omar. *Malay in its sociocultural context*. (2)
62. Best, John W. *Research in education*. (2)
63. Braddell, Roland. *The legal status of the Malay States*. (2)
64. Broke, C; J T Purser & R P Warren. *An approach to literature*. (2)
66. Chandra Muzaffar. *Protector*. (2)
67. Chomsky, Noam. *Aspects of the theory of syntax*. (2)
68. Comber, Leon. *13 May 1969: a historical survey of Sino-Malay relations*. (2)
69. Crouch, Harold. *Domestic political structures & regional economic cooperation*. (2)
70. Davis, Nancy B. *Basic vocabulary skills*. (2)
71. Deliar Noer. *Gerakan modern Islam di Indonesia 1900-1942*. (2)
72. Dulay, H C; M K Burt & S Krashen. *Language two*. (2)
73. Emerson, Rupert. *Malaysia: a study in direct and indirect rule*. (2)
74. Evans, Ivor H N. *Among primitive peoples in Borneo*. (2)
75. Farid, M Onn. *Stilistik: simposium keindahan bahasa*. (2)
76. Freeman, Donald C. *Linguistics and literary style*. (2)
77. French, F G. *Common errors in English: their cause, prevention and cure*. (2)
78. Fries, C C. *Teaching and learning English as a foreign language*. (2)
79. Furnivall, J S. *Netherlands Indies: a study of plural economy*. (2)
80. Fyee, A A A. *Outlines of Muhammadian law*. (2)
81. George, H V. *Common errors in language learning*. (2)
82. Gibb, H A R & J H Kramers. *Shorter encyclopaedia of Islam*. (2)
83. Halliday, Max; Angus McIntosh & Peter Strevens. *The linguistic sciences and language teaching*. (2)
84. Hamdan Hassan. *Islam dan kebudayaan kebangsaan*. (2)
85. Hanrahan, Gene Z. *The communist struggle in Malaya*. (2)
86. Harris, J & R Sipay. *How to increase reading ability*. (2)
87. Hawa, Said. *Al-Asas al-tafsir.* (2)
88. Heah, Carmel L H. *The influence of English on the lexical expansion of Bahasa Malaysia.* (2)
89. Hooker, M B. *Islamic law in Southeast Asia.* (2)
90. Hudson, R A. *Sociolinguistics.* (2)
91. Hutchison, T & A Waters. *English for specific purposes: a learning centered approach.* (2)
92. Ibrahim Saad. *Pendidikan dan politik di Malaysia.* (2)
93. Ismail Che Daud. *Tokoh-tokoh ulama Semenanjung Melayu I.* (2)
94. Jacobs, R A & Peter S Rosenbaum. *English transformational grammar.* (2)
95. Jorgensen, Dahl Arnfinn. *Regional organization & order in Southeast Asia.* (2)
96. Kato, Tsuyoshi. *Matriliney and migration: evolving Minangkabau tradition in Indonesian.* (2)
97. Kedit, Peter T. *Modernization among the Iban of Sarawak.* (2)
98. Khadduri, Majid; Liebesny & J Herbert. *Law in the Middle East.* (2)
99. Klare, G R. *The measurement of readability.* (2)
100. Koh, Boh Boon. *Mengajar imbuhan Melayu.* (2)
101. Koh, Boh Boon. *The teaching of Malay Affixes.* (2)
102. Krahs, S D & H Selinger. *Second language acquisition and second language learning.* (2)
103. Kua, Kia Song. *A protean sage: the Chinese schools of M'sia.* (2)
104. Labov, W. *Sociolinguistic patterns.* (2)
105. Ladefoged, P. *A course in phonetics.* (2)
106. Leech, G N & M H Short. *Style in fiction: a linguistic introduction to English prose.* (2)
107. Lim, Kiat Boey. *An introduction to linguistics for the language teacher.* (2)
108. Lim, Teck Ghee. *Peasants & their agricultural economy in Colonial Malaya, 1874-1941.* (2)
109. Liu, Dajie. *Zhongguo wenxue fazhansi.* (2)
110. Liu, Xu. *Jiu tang shu.* (2)
111. Loh, Philip F S. *Seeds of separations: educational policy in Malaya, 1874-1940.* (2)
112. Lubbock, Percy T. *The craft of fiction.* (2)
113. Lutfi Abbas. *Linguistik deskriptif dan nahu Bahasa Melayu.* (2)
114. Lyons, John. *New horizons in linguistics.* (2)
115. Mahathir Mohamed. *The Malay dilemma.* (2)
116. Mahmood Tahir. *Family law reform in the muslim world.* (2)
117. Mahmood Zuhdi b Abdul Majid. Sejarah pembinaan hukum Islam. (2)
118. Majul, Caesar Adib. Muslims in the Philippines. (2)
119. Maxwell, W G; W S Gibson. Treaties and engagements affecting the Malay States and Borneo. (2)
120. Menns, Gordon P. Malaysian politics. (2)
121. Mohd Noor b Abdullah. Kenasukan Sabah dan Sarawak ke dalam Persekutuan Malaysia. (2)
122. Muhammad Yusof Hashim. Syair Sultan Maulana: suatu penelitian kritis tentang hasil persejarahan Melayu tradisional. (2)
123. Munby, J. Communicative syllabus design. (2)
124. Murtada al-Zubaidi. Taj al-Arus. (2)
125. Naim Siddiq. Muhammad pembina umat. (2)
126. Najeeb M Saleeby. The history of Sulu. (2)
127. Newton, Eric & Graham Handley. A guide to teaching poetry. (2)
129. Park, Robert Ezra. Race and culture. (2)
130. Payne, E M F. Basic syntactic structures. (2)
131. Platt, J T & Heidi K Platt. The social significance of speech. (2)
132. Platt, John & Heidi Weber. English in Singapore and Malaysia: status, features and functions. (2)
133. Ratnam, K J. Communalism and the political process in Malaya. (2)
134. Ray, P S. Language standardization. (2)
136. Rivers, W & M Temperley. A practical guide to the teaching of English as a second or foreign language. (2)
137. Rivers, W J C. Teaching foreign language skills. (2)
138. Sabiq, Sayyid. Fiqh al-Sunnah. (2)
139. Schacht, Joseph. An introduction to Islamic law. (2)
140. Scott, Wilbur S. Five approaches of literary criticism. (2)
141. Smith, F. Reading. (2)
142. Spenser, St John. The life of Sir James Brookes, Rajah of Sarawak. (2)
143. Suntharalingam, R & Abdul Rahman Hj Ismail. Nasionalisme satu tinjauan sejarah. (2)
144. Sweetenham, F. British Malaya. (2)
145. Syed Husin Ali. *Malay peasant society and leadership.* (2)
146. Syed, Husin Ali. *Ethnicity, class & development in Malaysia.* (2)
147. Sypher, Wylie. *Loss of the self in modern literature and art.* (2)
148. Tarling, Nicholas. *Piracy and politics in the Malay world.* (2)
149. Theodorson, G A & A G Theodorson. *A modern dictionary of sociology.* (2)
150. Trocki, Carl A. *Prince of pirates: the Temenggungs and the development of Johore & Singapore 1784-1885.* (2)
151. Tunku abdul rahman Putra Al-Haj. *Looking back.* (2)
152. Varys, Karl Von. *Democracy without consensus: communalism and political stability in Malaysia.* (2)
153. Wan Hashim. *Race relations in Malaysia.* (2)
154. Watson, Burton. *Early Chinese literature.* (2)
155. Watt, Montgomery. *Muhammad at Madina.* (2)
156. Wehr, Hans. *A dictionary of modern written Arabic.* (2)
159. Winstedt, R O. *A history of Malaya.* (2)
160. Yalden, J. *The communicative syllabus: evolution, design and implementation.* (2)
161. Ye, Qingbing. *Zhongguo wenxueshi.* (2)
162. Youngson, A J. *Beyond the highland line: three journals of travel of 18th century Scotland: Burt, Pennaut, Thornton.* (2)
163. Za’ba. *Pelita Bahasa Melayu penggal 1.* (2)
164. Zainuddin Hamidy & Fachruddin H S. *Tafsir quran.* (2)
Appendix 2b:
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3. Affifi, A E. *The mystical philosophy of Muhyiddin ibn Arabi*. (2)
4. Ahmad b Muhammad Ibrahim. *Towards a history of law in Malaysia and Singapore*. (2)
5. Ahmad Ibrahim. *Family law in Malaysia and Singapore*. (2)
6. Ahmad Ibrahim. *Islamic law in Malaya*. (2)
7. Al-Aini, Badr al-Din Muhammad Mahmud b Ahmad. *Undah al-qari syarah sahih al-bukhari*. (2)
8. Al-Arab, Muhammad Adb Allah. *Nizam al-Hukm fi al-Islam*. (2)
9. Al-Attas, Syed Muhammad Naguib. *Islam and secularism*. (2)
10. Al-Attas, Syed Muhammad Naguib. *Preliminary statement on a general theory of the Islamization of the Malay Indonesian archipelago*. (2)
13. Al-Qurtubi, Abu Abdullah Muhammad b Ahmad Al-Ansari. *Al-Jami li ahkam al-qur'an*. (2)
15. Annas Hj Ahamd. *Sastera Melayu lama dan baru*. (2)
16. Fyzeey, A A A. *Outlines of Muhammadan law*. (2)
20. Hooker, M B. *Islamic law in Southeast Asia*. (2)
21. Ismail Che Daud. *Tokoh-tokoh ulama Semenanjung Melayu I*. (2)
22. Khadduri, Majid; Liebesny & J Herbert. *Law in the Middle East*. (2)
23. Mahmood Tahir. *Family law reform in the muslim world*. (2)
24. Mahmood Zuhdi b Abdul Majid. *Sejarah pembinaan hukum Islam*. (2)
27. Saad Shukrib b Hj Muda. *Detik-detik sejarah Kelantan*. (2)
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29. Schacht, Joseph. *An introduction to Islamic law*. (2)

30. Shellabear, W G. *Sejarah Melayu*. (2)

31. Thio, Eunice. *British policy in the Malay Peninsular 1880-1910*. (2)

32. Watt, Montgomery. *Muhammad at Madina*. (2)

33. Wehr, Hans. *A dictionary of modern written Arabic*. (2)

34. Winstedt, R O. *A history of classical Malay literature*. (2)
Appendix 2c:
List of Frequently Cited Titles in Class D
2. Purcell, Victor. *The Chinese in Southeast Asia.* (3)
3. Roff, W R. *The origins of Malay Nationalism.* (3)
4. A Samad Ahmad. *Sulalatus salatin (Sejarah Melayu).* (2)
5. Al-Banna, Hasan Ahmad. *Nazarat fi al-sirah.* (2)
6. Ampalavanan R. *The Indian minority and political changes in Malaya 1945-1957.* (2)
7. Chandra Muzaffar. *Protector.* (2)
9. Crouch, Harold. *Domestic political structures & regional economic cooperation.* (2)
10. Fatimi, S Q. *Islam comes to Malaysia.* (2)
11. Furnivall, J S. *Netherlands Indies: a study of plural economy.* (2)
12. Hamdan Hassan. *Islam dan kebudayaan kebangsaan.* (2)
13. Hanrahan, Gene Z. *The communist struggle in Malaya.* (2)
15. Jorgensen, Dahl Arnfinn. *Regional organization & order in Southeast Asia.* (2)
16. Kua, Kia Song. *A protean sage: the Chinese schools of M'sia.* (2)
17. Lim, Teck Ghee. *Peasants & their agricultural economy in colonial Malaya, 1874-1941.* (2)
18. Loh, Philip F S. *Seeds of separations: educational policy in Malaya, 1874-1940.* (2)
19. Mahathir Mohamed. *The Malay dilemma.* (2)
21. Maxwell, W G; W S Gibson. *Treaties and engagements affecting the Malay States and Borneo.* (2)
22. Menns, Gordon P. *Malaysian politics.* (2)
23. Mohd Noor b Abdullah. *Kemasukan Sabah dan Sarawak ke dalam Persekutuan Malaysia.* (2)
24. Ratnam, K J. *Communalism and the political process in Malaya.* (2)
25. Shellabear, W G. *Sejarah Melayu.* (2)
27. Sweetenham, F. *British Malaya.* (2)
29. Syed, Husin Ali. *Ethnicity, class & development in Malaysia.* (2)
30. Tarling, Nicholas. *Piracy and politics in the Malay world.* (2)
31. Thio, Eunice. *British policy in the Malay Peninsular 1880-1910*. (2)


33. Varys, Karl Von. *Democracy without consensus: communalism and political stability in Malaysia*. (2)

34. Wan Hashim. *Race relations in Malaysia*. (2)
Appendix 2d:
List of Frequently Cited Titles in Class P
3. Asmah Hj Omar. *Nahu Melayu mutakhir*. (4)
5. Corder, S Pit. *Introducing applied linguistics*. (4)
8. Corder, S Pit. *Error analysis and interlanguage*. (3)
15. Raminah Hj Sabran & Rahim Syam. *Kaedah pengajaran Bahasa Malaysia*. (3)
16. Richards, Jack C. *The context of language teaching*. (3)
17. Sanat Md Nasir. *Ayat komplemen Bahasa Malaysia*. (3)
18. Smith, F. *Understanding reading: a psycholinguistic analysis of reading and learning to read*. (3)
19. Weinreich, U. *Languages in contact: findings and problems*. (3)
20. Wilkins, D A. *National syllabus*. (3)
21. Winsteadt, R O. *A history of classical Malay literature*. (3)
23. Abdullah Hassan. *30 tahun perancangan Bahasa Malaysia*. (2)
24. Abdullah Hassan. *Linguistik am untuk guru Bahasa Malaysia*. (2)
25. Abrams, M H. *A glossary of literary terms*. (2)
27. Asmah Hj Omar. *Malay in its sociocultural context*. (2)
30. Chomsky, Noam. *Aspects of the theory of syntax*. (2)
31. Davis, Nancy B. *Basic vocabulary skills.* (2)
32. Dulay, H C; M K Burt & S Krashen. *Language two.* (2)
33. Farid, M Onn. *Stilistik: simposium keindahan bahasa.* (2)
34. Freeman, Donald C. *Linguistics and literary style.* (2)
35. French, F G. *Common errors in English: their cause, prevention and cure.* (2)
36. Fries, C C. *Teaching and learning English as a foreign language.* (2)
37. George, H V. *Common errors in language learning.* (2)
38. Halliday, Max; Angus McIntosh & Peter Strevens. *The linguistic sciences and language teaching.* (2)
39. Harris, J & R Sipay. *How to increase reading ability.* (2)
40. Heah, Carmel L H. *The influence of English on the lexical expansion of Bahasa Malaysia.* (2)
41. Hudson, R A. *Sociolinguistics.* (2)
42. Hutchison, T & A Waters. *English for specific purposes: a learning centered approach.* (2)
43. Jacobs, R A & Peter S Rosenbaum. *English transformational grammar.* (2)
44. Klare, G R. *The measurement of readability.* (2)
45. Koh, Boh Boon. *Mengajar imbuhan Melayu.* (2)
46. Koh, Boh Boon. *The teaching of Malay Affixes.* (2)
47. Krahen, S D & H Selinger. *Second language acquisition and second language learning.* (2)
48. Labov, W. *Sociolinguistic patterns.* (2)
49. Ladefoged, P. *A course in phonetics.* (2)
50. Leech, G N & M H Short. *Style in fiction: a linguistic introduction to English prose.* (2)
51. Lim, Kiat Boey. *An introduction to linguistics for the language teacher.* (2)
52. Liu, Dajie. *Zhongguo wenxue fazhansi.* (2)
53. Liu, Xu. *Jiu tang shu.* (2)
54. Lubbock, Percy T. *The craft of fiction.* (2)
55. Lutfi Abbas. *Linguistik deskriptif dan nahu Bahasa Melayu.* (2)
56. Munby, J. *Communicative syllabus design.* (2)
57. Newton, Eric & Graham Handley. *A guide to teaching poetry.* (2)
58. Nik Safiah Karim. *Bahasa Melayu: persoalan dan pergolakannya.* (2)
59. Payne, E M F. *Basic syntactic structures.* (2)
60. Platt, John & Heidi Weber. *English in Singapore and Malaysia: status, features and functions*. (2)
61. Ray, P S. *Language standardization*. (2)
63. Rivers, W & M Temperley. *A practical guide to the teaching of English as a second or foreign language*. (2)
64. Rivers, W J C. *Teaching foreign language skills*. (2)
65. Scott, Wilbur S. *Five approaches of literary criticism*. (2)
66. Smith, F. *Reading*. (2)
68. Welleck, Rene & Austin Warren. *Theory of literature*. (2)
70. Yalden, J. *The communicative syllabus: evolution, design and implementation*. (2)
71. Ye, Qingbing. *Zhongguo wenxueshi*. (2)
72. Youngson, A J. *Beyond the highland line: three journals of travel of 18th century Scotland: Burt, Pennaut, Thornton*. (2)
73. Za’ba. *Pelita Bahasa Melayu penggal 1*. (2)